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ABSTRACT

The development of machine learning algorithms together with the availability of computational tools 
nowadays have given an increase in the application of artificial intelligence methodologies in different 
fields. However, the use of these machine learning approaches in nanomedicine remains still under-
explored in certain areas, despite the development in hardware and software tools. In this review, the 
recent advances in the conjunction of machine learning with nanomedicine are shown. Examples dealing 
with biomedical properties of nanoparticles, characterization of nanomaterials, text mining, and image 
analysis are also presented. Finally, some future perspectives in the integration of nanomedicine with 
cloud computing, deep learning and other techniques are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Nanomaterials have arisen as one of the promising fields in material sciences and technologies in the 
current century. The most prominent that should be mentioned include among others the development 
of new fuel cells (Liu, Ling, Su, & Lee, 2004), electronic devices (Novoselov et al., 2012), coatings 
(Ragesh, Anand Ganesh, Nair, & Nair, 2014), diagnostic imaging (Wu et al., 2002), and drug delivery 
(Muller & Keck, 2004). The field of nanomedicine has gained a great importance in the last years. In 
the case of nanomedicine successful applications of computational approaches, most of them related 
with QSAR (quantitative-structure activity relationships) studies.
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In this sense in this review we cover the main applications of machine learning methods in medicine, 
where the most relevant publications are discussed for this field. This has led to the development of 
different approaches, based in the predictions of the effects of nanoparticles, the enzyme inhibition of 
carbon nanotubes and others in the use of artificial intelligence for the study of nanoimages to predict 
the response to certain effects, or the improvement of personalized cancer treatment based in nanometer-
scale drug delivery systems.

The State of the Art of Machine Learning and Nanomedicine

In the era of data, machine learning (ML) algorithms have played a crucial role by helping to improve 
the predictions of biological, physical, chemical and toxicological effects. As the size of the information 
increase these artificial intelligence methods are of valuable important to analyze this huge amount of data.

One of the main practical use is for virtual throughput screening of new chemical entities, based on 
the information gathered from previous one. A common procedure to perform this kind of study is by 
the Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (QSAR) methods, a statistical method, in a general way 
which try to correlate the biological effect with the features describing the compounds, molecular descrip-
tors gathered directly from the chemical structure through mathematical equations of the connectivity 
graph. In the case of nanomaterials other descriptors can also be obtained like shape, size, composition, 
surface modifications, and propensity to agglomerate, interaction with different molecules, and aqueous 
solubility that could influence the properties of the nanomaterials affecting the biological responses.

The impact of this field was analyzed by retrieving in the Scopus database a search using the search 
criteria “Machine Learning” AND “Nanomedicine”. As can be observed in Figure 1 the time period 
for Machine Learning-Nanomedicine search comprises the time period from 1999-present, with 921 
documents this is compressible because this is novel multidisciplinary field. As can be noted a constant 
increased in this field is observed. From this could be said that this thematic constitutes a hot topic 
nowadays due to the increased interest in drug discovery and design.

Figure 1. Yearly publications based on ‘Machine Learning’-‘Nanomedicine’ keywords
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Innovative Applications and Methods

One of the big challenges for nanomedicine is the management of high volumes of data generated 
through all the years of experimental research. The improvement of the tools for information retrieval is 
a crucial step in order to organize the big datasets and compile the necessary and relevant information 
to be processed for its use in studies. In this sense, a work developed by de la Iglesia et al. make use of a 
machine learning method combined with Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods (de la Iglesia et 
al., 2014). In the mentioned report is done the classification of clinical trials (CT) in the ClinicalTrials.
gov database that test nanotechnology products (nanodrugs and nanodevices) from those one that make 
testing of conventional drugs.

In the proposed method, the authors developed a workflow (see Figure 2) that comprises the extrac-
tion and manual annotation of the CT into two categories: nano and non-nano, with 500 CTs selected as 
positives (nano) and 500 CTs as negatives (non-nano). In a second step is performed the preprocessing 
of the data eliminating the irrelevant information, the standardization and filtering, by using Natural 
Language Toolkits to convert the information into textual features using a vector-based representation. 
In the following state several machine learning algorithms implemented in the Weka workbench are used 
and the best predictions model showed an F-measure value equal to 0.955. In summary this study helps 
to retrieve and organize the big data in CTs database, making useful for researchers.

In a recent review from Jones et al. are described the applications of machine learning in nanomedi-
cine focused mainly in the prediction of biomedical responses (Jones, Ghandehari, & Facelli, 2016). In 
the first section, the authors show the QSAR studies related with nanoparticles and its responses related 
with nanoparticle adherence, nanoparticle size, cellular uptake, molecular release and so on (Epa et al., 
2012; Fourches et al., 2010; Puzyn, Leszczynska, & Leszczynski, 2009; Toropova & Toropov, 2017; 
Winkler et al., 2014). The authors noted that the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are the main algo-
rithms used through most of the works. From their point of view this choice is due to the complexity of 
the data given by the great heterogeneity in the nanomaterials (Tantra et al., 2015). This led to a large 
number of different features that also the difficulty to develop prediction studies.

In the same way, Winkler et al. (Papa, Doucet, Sangion, & Doucet-Panaye, 2016), modelled the bioac-
tivity of gold nanoparticles in cell association studies. In this study, several machine learning algorithms 

Figure 2. Graphical workflow of the work developed by de la Iglesia et al. (2014)
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are proved, and all showed accuracy values (Ac) > 0.88 for the training set, and Ac > 0.73 for the predic-
tion set. The same researcher published a review of computational modeling of nanomaterials, where 
are described most of the research related with the use of machine learning models in the prediction of 
biological effects (Winkler, 2016). The reports included here are based mainly in the strongest research 
teams and researchers working in the field. This review article helps to complement the previous ones 
already commented, to give a picture of the state of the art of the thematic.

However, some interesting approaches in modeling of nanomaterial properties are not included, like 
the case of the works of Michael et al. that predicting the energy gap of graphene nanoflakes by ML 
methods (Fernandez, Abreu, Shi, & Barnard, 2016). In this work the topological information gathered 
from the structure was used as features. The EG values (response variable) were well predicted in the 
ML regression models with R2> 0.80. In a previous work these authors use the ML algorithms to es-
tablish a structure-property approach for some nanomaterial properties such as: ionization potential, 
electronic band gap, energy of Fermi level, and electron affinity Fernandez, Shi, & Barnard, 2016). 
The remarkable aspect in these studies is the encoding of the molecular structures to obtain the features 
(molecular descriptors) to perform the QSAR studies. These two studies and those commented below 
are summarized in Table 1.

Recently, some novel approaches have been developed in the efforts to apply the QSAR methodolo-
gies to challenging problems. As an example, a study performed by González-Durruty et al. (González-
Durruthy et al., 2019) is shown. The authors studied the mitochondrial F0F1-ATP ATPase a target that 
offer a higher selectivity for selecting positive response (inhibitors) from inactive ones(non-inhibitors). 
In this sense, fractal SEM (scanning electron microscopy) nanodescriptors were calculated by using the 

Table 1. Summary of recent studies on QSPR-ML nanomedicine

Property Under Studya ML Algorithmb Accuracy Reference

Graphene nanoflakes- EG SVM R2
train= 0.862

R2
ext= 0.812 Fernandez 2016

Graphenes nanoflakes- EA SVM Q2
train= 0.77

R2
ext= 0.90 (Fernandez, Shi, et al., 2016)

Graphenes nanoflakes- EF kNN Q2
train= 0.99

R2
ext= 0.89 (Fernandez, Shi, et al., 2016)

Graphenes nanoflakes- EG SVM Q2
train= 0.66

R2
ext= 0.89 (Fernandez, Shi, et al., 2016)

Graphenes nanoflakes- EI ANN Q2
train= 0.78

R2
ext= 0.90 (Fernandez, Shi, et al., 2016)

Carbon Nanotube -ATPase Inhibitors ANN Sp = 99.6 
Sn = 99.3 (González-Durruthy et al., 2019)

Carbon Nanotubes- Mitochondrial Oxygen Flux 
Dynamics RF R2

train= 0.855
R2

ext= 0.856 (González-Durruthy et al., 2017)

Computer Tomography images kNN 97% (Rani & Jawhar, 2019)
aProperties: EG (Energy band gap), EA (Electron affinity), EF (Energy of the Fermi level), EI (Ionization potential)
bMachine Learning Algorithms: ANN (Artificial Neural Networks), kNN (K-Nearest Neighbor), SVM (Support Vector Machine), RF 

(Random Forest)
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original SEM-image in a box counting algorithm linked to the calculation of the fractal dimension of 
the object by a linear fit of the data (Odziomek et al., 2017). Besides, subset of descriptors based in the 
different conditions (moving averages) an approach widely used in QSAR studies (González-Durruthy 
et al., 2017). These features were then fed into Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for development of the 
classification models and adequate statistical parameters (Specificity >98.9% and Sensitivity >99.0%). 
The general theoretical workflow for this study is showed in Figure 3.

The nanoscale imaging technique has emerged as another interesting and very useful approach as 
is showed in the study performed by Rani et al. (Rani & Jawhar, 2019). IN this case, the Computer To-
mography (CT) images were used to develop a measuring tool to detect lung tumor areas. The Support 
Vector Machine and K-Nearest Neighbor were the selected ML algorithms for the image classification 
and feature engineering. The performance of this classifier (Ac = 97%) provide an efficient method for 
the segmentation of lung lesion and the diagnosis and shows an interesting application for the field of 
medical informatics.

Figure 3. Theoretical workflow on mitochondrial F0-ATPase mitotoxic inhibition. Reprinted (adapted) 
with permission from (González-Durruthy et al., 2012).
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CONCLUSION

Nanomedicine represents a challenge for nanoinformatics because of the widely spread data generated by 
the scientists for decades. This big amount of data is very heterogeneous and requires the use of power-
ful computational resources. These requirements could be satisfied with the integration of the machine 
learning algorithms in high performance computing (HPC) or Cloud computing platforms. Besides, the 
use of consensus models could benefit the predictions for this kind of studies, avoiding the bias that a 
single classifier/regressor could have on a collected data.

The combination of these approaches, with those showed in this review, such as text mining, image 
acquisition, multi-scale modeling could improve the effectiveness for the management of the data and 
information on nanomedical research and hence the discovery of new knowledge about the biomedical 
properties of nanomaterials.
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